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Abstract: Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have a great potential for sustainable education.
Millions of learners annually enrol on MOOCs designed to meet the needs of an increasingly diverse
and international student population. Participants’ backgrounds vary by factors including age,
education, location, and first language. MOOC authors address consequent needs by ensuring courses
are well-organised. Learning is structured into discrete steps, prioritising clear communication;
video components incorporate subtitles. Variability in participants’ language abilities inevitably create
barriers to learning, a problem most extreme for those studying in a language which is not their first.
This paper investigates how to identify ESL participants and how best to predict factors associated
with their course completion. This study proposes a novel method for automatically categorising
(English as Primary and Official Language; English as Official but not Primary Language; and English
as a second Language groups) 25,598 participants studying FutureLearn “Understanding Language:
Learning and Teaching” MOOC using natural language processing. We compared algorithms’
performance when extracting discernible features in participants’ engagement. Engagement in
discussions at the end of the first week is one of the strongest predictive features, while overall,
learner behaviours in the first two weeks were identified as the most strongly predictive feature.

Keywords: English as a second language; MOOCs; natural language processing; prediction model;
sustainability

1. Introduction

MOOCs are increasingly recognised as providing high-value learning resources enabling an
accessible route to sustaining the expansion of both formal and informal education. Formally, blended
MOOCs provide a means whereby academics can incorporate externally produced resources into
their face-to-face teaching. This is being used as a means to rapidly expand and grow educational
capacity—for example in women’s universities in Saudi Arabia [1]. Informally, individual learners
typically use MOOCs to access educational independently and to update professional skills and gain
access to education for little or no cost. However the use of MOOCs in developing countries is not as
straightforward as some might assume with language barriers having been identified as one of the
important problem areas [2]. The focus of this paper working on methods to automatically identify
different types of learners according to their language background, and then looking at means to
predict likely learning pathways is particularly relevant to these contexts.
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In 2018, according to ClassCentral (https://www.class-central.com/report/mooc-stats-2018),
100 million people around the world studied 11.4K Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) delivered
by over 900 institutions. Of these, 20 million individuals enrolled on a course for the first time, slightly
less than the 23 million first-time enrolled learners the previous year. The top five MOOC providers
did not change in 2018. The majority were English language based—US providers Coursera (37M);
edX (18M); Udacity (10M) plus the UK provider FutureLearn (8.7M); China’s XuetangX accounted for
14M learners.

Even though most MOOCs are in English and most providers are US based, the demographics
of participants are diverse. According to one MIT’s report, 71% of their participants are
international (https://news.mit.edu/2017/mooc-study-offers-insights-into-online-learner-engage
ment-behavior-0112).

MOOCs are considered as a mean of democratising the education as MOOCs openly and freely
provides the materials to anyone having the Internet connection and a proper device. However,
Dillahunt et al. [3] pointed out numbers of aspects proving the reality is far different. The authors
also expressed that the use of English as the primary language of instruction in MOOCs needs to be
discussed. The large proportion of international participants raises the issue on possible difficulties
with communicating in English for those to whom English is their second language. One solution to
overcome such barriers has been developed by institutions such as EMMA (https://platform.europea
nmoocs.eu/) to deliver MOOCs in multiple European languages. Mamgain et al. [4] highlight how
some MOOC providers (e.g., Coursera) provide learners with English transcript option and subtitles
in different languages. In one study, undertaken by Eriksson et al. [5], MOOC learners stated that such
subtitles in English were helpful.

One important indicator suggesting that a learner is likely to succeed in a course, is their
engagement in discussion forums through conversations, because it requires some level of English
language fluency. Cho and Byun [6] reported that there is very little evidence on how English as
a second Language (ESL) participants study in MOOCs. As Kizilcec et al. [7] explain, people from
Least Developed Countries where English is typically not the primary language, may feel discouraged
because of their fear of being seen as less capable through their poor language skills. This factor may
cause them to contribute less to conversations, resulting in reduced engagement with the course and
a greater chance that students may drop the course.

A potentially valuable contribution to this area may lie in analysing and modelling the behaviour
of ESL participants. This data and the insights gained from the analysis can then be used as a basis for
a prediction model. A recommender system, and other design enhancements based on such a model
could then be used to help ESL participants for their MOOC study. We are interested in investigating
in greater detail the behaviours of second language learners in MOOCs. We also aim to develop
a prototype tool to enhance the learning experience of this demographic group.

Uchidiuno et al. [8] interview international students to understand their motivation in the context
of accessibility of MOOCs. The authors suggest that translating the content could be a solution but
it may not be suitable for everyone. However, tailored tools, based on the needs and motivation of
English as a second language speaker (ESL) participants could be more effective.

In another example, Colas et al. [9] show that discussion forums in additional languages result in
an improvement in engagement being observed. However, their method, recruiting seven mentoring
teams for monitoring the discussions, is not extensible. Additionally, their case study focused on
a narrower perspective of MOOCs [9]. We investigated user behaviours from wider perspectives
beyond the MOOC.

It is very important for MOOC providers to understand the needs of their participants to sustain
the learning activities on the platform. This work fills in this important gap in MOOC research that
can be useful for MOOC providers to identify different groups of English language learners according
to their primary languages. Additionally, it provides a detailed comparative analysis on behaviours
and performances of learners in different English language groups which has not been addressed by
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any study yet to the best of our knowledge. To clarify the novelty of this paper, the contributions of
the study are summarised as follows:

1. A novel method with regex patterns is proposed for identifying if participants give any
information regarding their nationality, hometown and first language. According to the results,
we grouped the participants whether or not they are English as Second Language (ESL).

2. Unlike existing research, the behaviour in course engagement of the participants categorised by
their first language is analysed. It is observed that participants are from English as an Official
and Primary Language (EPL) group are more actively engaged in the course and are more likely
to complete the course.

3. Which behaviours are more predictive for the participants in different language groups are
identified. For example, the total steps of Week 1 completed by EPL participants is the most
predictive feature while the number of steps is the most predictive for ESL participants.

4. The differences between the algorithms for weekly prediction and for the prediction at the end of
the course are compared. The Random Forest Method performed better.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a comprehensive
state-of-the-art literature on the English as a second language participants in MOOCs. Section 3
explains the methodology of the study. Our novel method for automatic identification of English as
a second language participants is proposed in Section 4. Course engagement analysis have been carried
out in Section 5, including from three aspects: behaviours in course steps in Section 5.1, behaviours
in discussion forums in Section 5.2, and behaviours in follow relationships in Section 5.3. Then,
the implementations and results of weekly and overall predictions of course completion is explained
in Section 6. Finally, the results are discussed and concluded in Section 7 and future work is presented
in Section 8.

2. Related Work

2.1. Learning Analytics in MOOCs

A large amount of work with the learning analytics community gather evidence in a way which
we think may be relevant to our research contribution. Learning Analytics introduces a systematic
approach to understanding student behaviour and performance in MOOCs. Using learning analytics
enables rapid development of the measurement, analysis and prediction of student behaviour and
performance [10].

Ramesh et al. [11] point out that understanding student engagement as a course progresses
helps characterise learning patterns and thus can help minimise dropout rates by prompting focused
instructor intervention. A study conducted by Papadakis et al. [12] shows that the presentation of
the content and affordances of the platform is also an important factor which may cause reduced
engagement. For example, improving mobile application of the course and gamificiation elements
to facilitate instructor intervention could have an impact on use for English as a second language
speakers. Klusener et al. [13] use learner profiles derived from forum activity to analyse learning
behaviour and establish methods which can help identify necessary interventions. Brinton et al. [14]
investigated factors that are associated with decreased forum participation and ranked the threads
accordingly. They suggested that the identified factors and thread ranking mechanism might be used
to make individualised recommendations in MOOC.

In another study, DeBoer and Breslow [15] indicate that each click a participant makes in a MOOC
is a part of the online behaviours that help to predict their learning processes and the learner’s attitudes
towards the course. Other studies ([13,16–19]) focus on learners’ performance prediction with MOOCs.

2.2. Engagement in MOOCs from Language Perspectives

In this paper, we particularly focus on the performance of second language English speakers.
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Researchers have been investigating the use of learning analytics to gain insight into learners’
engagement, detecting needs, and suggesting possible design changes. However, there is limited
research investigating behaviours of second language English speakers within MOOCs.

The available studies can be divided into four main themes:

1. Participants’ engagement on a MOOC which is delivered in a language other than English [20–23].
2. English Language Learners’ (ELL) engagement on a MOOC which is delivered in English ([24–26]).
3. English as a second Language Learners’ (ESL) engagement on a language MOOC which is

authored for learning English language [27–30].
4. English as a second Language Learners’ (ESL) engagement on a MOOC which is delivered in

English ([6,31–34]).

One study of Uchidiuno et al. [25] investigates the engagement of English Language Learners
participating in MOOCs delivered in English. They find that, in these cases, even though English is
not the first language of such language learners, they are professionally interested in the language and
the motivation. For this reason, they argue there is a need for the needs of English language learners to
be specifically investigated.

A Further study by Uchidiuno et al. [26] suggest that English language learners when compared
with those for whom English is a first language show increased interaction with text content and less
interaction with video and content without visual support.

Cho and Byun [6] study English as a Second Language Learners’ engagement on a MOOC
delivered in English. They investigate the experience of 24 Korean college students. They identify
language as a potential barrier for active participation amongst ESL learners. Additionally, culturally
unfamiliar teaching and learning practices present some difficulties for ESL learners.

Rimbaud et al. [35] draw attention to lack of adaptive MOOC to support second language English
speakers in MOOCs. They suggest that “Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL)” could be
a solution for the needs of ESL learners. De Waard and Demeulenaere [36] integrate MOOCs and CLIL
method in a blended learning environment to increase language, and social and online learning skills
for 5th grade K-12 students. These provide some evidence that an adaptive support for ESL learners
could be beneficial.

Reilly et al. [37] tested an automated essay grading systems and observed that ESL learners are
disadvantaged because the scores given by an automated grading system as significantly lower than
those of human instructors. The authors recommend that MOOCs should address this disadvantage
and take measures for their multicultural and linguistically diverse audience.

Overall researchers are concerned about ESL MOOC participants’ needs and motivations and
how they engage with content. However, further deeper investigation is required to have a greater
understanding of ESL participants’ needs.

3. Research Aim and Methodology

The ultimate aim of this research is to identify a reliable method by which we can predict the
course completion performance of different language-based groups. By using the results of behavioural
analysis of the groups, the findings could be valuable for identifying study strategies for the learners
to sustain their engagement in MOOCs.

The research has been designed as a case study which performs a series of analyses by using the
data generated from an Understanding Language: Learning and Teaching MOOC on FutureLearn.
Figure 1 shows the steps in the operation of the research. After dividing the learners into the groups
based on whether or not their primary language is English, the learning analytics techniques are
applied to investigate the behaviours of learners in each group. Then, a prediction model is developed
based on the findings from the analyses. As a final step, some study strategies will be identified for
the MOOC participants, especially for those who speak English as a second language. In this paper,
the steps highlighted with red (Step 1, Step 2.1 and Step 3) in the Figure 1 are explained.
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Figure 1. Four steps to identify effective study strategies.

We investigated the following research questions:

• Is it possible to automatically identify the English as a second language speakers from comments
in discussion forums?

• Is there any difference between the behaviours of English as a second language participants and
the other participants in completing the course, contributing to the discussions, and interacting
with each other?

• If there is, is it possible to use these differences to build a predictive model and predict the
participants’ completion of course?

Datasets

The FutureLearn dataset from a four-week course named “Understanding Language: Learning
and Teaching”, that ran between 4 April 2016 and 2 May 2016 was used. We analysed the total dataset
up to and including the final day 14 May 2016. We chose this course since the MOOC is about learning
language and naturally conversations are built around languages. Also, many international English
language teachers enrolled in the course. This range of diverse participants produce a rich source of
data where we might detect who is an English as a second language speaker.

The dataset includes the following data files:

• Enrollments: Demographic information for each participant including enrol/unenrol/purchase
certificate date.

• Step Activity: Participant data for each step (learning unit) page opened and completed.
• Comments: All posts in the discussion forums (comment author, content, when, to whom was

directed).
• Followings: All following relations (who followed whom and when).

4. Categorising MOOC Participants Based on First Languages

In our previous study [38], we detected that some participants declared that their first language
was different from the official language(s) of the country they live in.

A participant’s primary language may be identified via demographic data gathered from
registration surveys. However, participants frequently do not answer the questionnaires.

Various approaches have been suggested to overcome this, for example Uchidiuno et al. [39]
detect participants’ primary languages via their language preferences on their browsers. However,
there is always a possibility that a learner may have chosen English as a browser language preference
for practicing purposes.

In our research, in order to group the participants according to their language, we take into
consideration (i) the location information they gave during enrollment and (ii) their statements in the
discussion forums using a computational rather than manual approach.
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Of 25,597 enrolled people, 3305 participants (12.9%) gave location information during the
enrollment process. We assumed that the first language of a person is the same with the language of the
country where they live unless they stated otherwise in their conversation on the discussion forums.

Consequently, we grouped these 3305 participants in three language-based groups:

1. English as an Official and Primary Language (EPL): Participants who stated in the pre-course
survey or in discussions that they are from a country where English is the official and primary
language e.g., the United Kingdom. Also participants who stated in their posts that their first
language is English.

2. English as an Official but not Primary Language (EOL): Participants who stated in the pre-course
survey or in discussions that they are from a country where English is one of the official languages
but not the primary language e.g., India.

3. English as a Second Language (ESL): Participants who stated in the pre-course survey or in
discussions that they are from a country where English is neither a primary language nor an
official language e.g., Turkey, also participants who stated in their posts that their first language
is not English.

Automatic Detection of ESL Participants with Natural Language Processing (NLP)

Our previous approach, manually going through all discussion threads was very time consuming
and not scalable [38]. The new approach exploits regular expression patterns and similarity metrics to
identify the information about country, city, nation, and language in the discussion. We then process
the information to categorise whether or not the first language of a participant is English.

Detecting patterns: As a first step, we detect which words and phrases a participant uses to
talk about their first language. We detected several different types of sentences that include location,
language, or nationality information. We generated 22 regex patterns to detect these types of sentences.
Here are some sample examples from the discussion forums used to shape the patterns:

• I was born in Turkey.
• I am a native speaker of Spanish.
• My mother’s tongue is Albanian.
• I live in the UK but I am actually French.
• I am a typical Japanese.
• I only speak English.
• My first tongue is English.
• I grew up in Australia.

Formalising patterns: We then formalised the patterns as regular expressions (regex codes).
One regex code (and one pattern) could match more than one sample sentence. For example, the pattern

”I was | were brought up | born | grow up | grew”

” | grown | grown up country | city”

is formalised with regex codes. The algorithm matches the sentences “I was born in Turkey” and “I
grew up in Paris” with this pattern.

Extracting the real language information from discussion posts: When the algorithm processes
sentences in discussions, it matches the sentences with the patterns and extracts the information related
to country, city, nationality, and language. Using this evidence, the algorithm defines the language
and/or country information of participants.

Comparing and refining the language information: Once the algorithm identifies the
country/language information of participants, it compares this information with the location
information of participants which is already in the database. Language-based group information
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extracted from the post might not correspond with the location information of the learner in
the database. In this case, the language-based group information is updated according to the
discussion post.

Figure 2 shows the system model for identifying which language group a participant belongs
to by using the survey information and the discussion forums. When a participant posts a comment
including information about their primary language, nationality, or country they live in, it is possible
for us to identify this information from comment text with a regex method.

Figure 2. The proposed model for language group categorisation using regex.

Table 1 shows that 3305 participants filled in the pre-course survey indicating where they were
participating from. Additionally, 674 (20.40%) of them chose to share their personal information such
as where they are from, what their nationality is, which language their first language is, and what their
nationality is in the discussions forums. Analysing their statements in discussions and their responses
in the pre-course survey, our algorithm identifies that:

• 643 (19.46%) participants are first language English speakers;
• 434 (13.13%) participants live in a country where English is the primary language but their first

languages are not English;
• English is the second language of 2228 (67.41%) participants.

Table 1. Stages in detecting and refining language-based group of participants.

I. Participants who responded the question about
where they attend the course from

Total EPL EOL ESL

3305 602 (18.21%) 459 (13.89%) 2244 (67.90%)

II. Participants who gave additional information
regarding to their language/country in discussion,

apart from the pre-course survey

Total EPL EOL ESL

674 148 (21.96%) 68 (10.09%) 458 (67.95%)

III. Refine the assumed language group with the
extracted information from discussions

Total EPL EOL ESL

3305 643 (19.46%) 434 (13.13%) 2228 (67.41%)
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5. Course Engagement Analysis

This section presents statistical analysis of how learners in different language-based groups
interact with the course e.g., how they use discussion forums, how often they complete the course
steps. We mainly focus on behaviours in completing course steps, in attending discussion forums,
and in following others.

The analysis step of the research has been conducted to answer the second research question:
Is there any difference between the behaviours of English as a second language participants and the
other participants: In completing the course, contributing to the discussions, and interacting with each
other? The data generated by FutureLearn allows us to track participants’ engagement with

• the course steps i.e., when a learner opened the page of the step and marked as completed;
• the discussion forum i.e., what a learner posted to discussion threads;
• the followings feature i.e., whom a learner started following another learner.

Therefore, we have divided the section into three subsections to analyse the above mentioned
behaviours respectively.

5.1. Behaviours in Course Steps

The engagement level of different MOOC learners varies. However, a trend of decreasing overall
engagement by course participants over successive weeks is widely observed in almost every MOOC.
Clow [40] described this behavioural pattern as Funnel of Participation. Analysing the pattern of
participation in the course confirmed this decreasing trend. Figure 3 shows a pattern of decreasing
retention for each language-based group. The highest percentage of participation in course steps and
course completion is observed in the EPL learners.

Figure 3. Analysing and comparing participation within each language group.

The violin plot in Figure 4 shows the overall completion ratio of steps at the end of the course by
the three defined language-based groups. The ratio is calculated from the percentages of the completed
steps among the all steps in the course, not only the steps a learner started. Violin plots show the
probability density, median value, and interquartile range and are useful to present comparisons of
sample distributions across different categories.
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Figure 4. Overall step completion percentage by different language-based groups.

Figure 4, shows that the overall course completion ratio of EPL participants is higher than any
other language-based groups.

5.2. Behaviours in Discussion Forum

A learner can make a contribution to discussions by posting an original comment, replying to
a comment, or liking a comment/reply. Social attendance via these actions is even smaller than the
overall course participation.

In one of our previous studies [41], we conducted a narrower investigation on forum behaviours
of language oriented MOOC learner groups. We found that there is a significant difference between
each language group in terms of number of weekly comments and replies posted and the popularity
of the comments posted across the different language groups.

The pie charts in Figure 5 show the ratio of learners who are active or passive participants in
discussion forums showing little difference in the volume of contributions to the discussions across
language groups. Very similar proportions of each group wrote at least one original comment or
a reply to the discussions.

Figure 6 indicates the number of total comments, including original comments and replies per
participant, that are posted by learners in different groups. According to Figure 6, EPL participants
posted a larger number of comments to the discussions. There are some outliers who posted more than
400 comments. However, the majority of the participants in each language-based group did not post
any comments. Across the three language-based groups, EOL participants posted the least number
of comments.

Figure 5. Overall attendance in discussion forums by different language-based groups.
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Figure 6. Number of comments posted to discussions by each language-based groups.

In order to accomplish a deeper analysis, we also investigated how many replies and likes attracted
a comment. The scatter plot in Figure 7 maps the total number of replies that are attracted against the
total number of original comments posted by each learner. The number of original comments and
replies is capped at 70 for a clearer illustration in the Figure 7 (Since the data is very large, including
outliers for representation makes the graph very small and unclear. For a clearer representation,
we have excluded the examples with comments bigger than 70). The trends in the graphs are very
similar. No matter how many original comments are posted by a learner, they usually get fewer than
10 replies.

Figure 7. Number of replies received and number of original comments posted by learners.

The scatter plot in Figure 8 shows the total number of likes that are attracted by comments posted
by each learner. The maximum number of comments and likes has again been capped to 70 for
a clearer illustration.

Figure 9 plots the number of replies received to any original comment posted by learners in each
language-based group.

It is observed that the comments posted by EPL learners got more replies than others. However,
the majority of all comments typically receive no replies from any group.

Despite the tendency in receiving replies (Figure 7), there is a linear correlation between the
number of comments posted and the number of likes received in each language-based group. Figure 10
plots the number of likes attracted by the comments posted by learners in each language-based group.
The same behaviour pattern is observed in Figure 6. Even though the majority of comments posted
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by learners in each group did not receive any likes, there are learners in EPL who did receive large
number of likes. Some learners in ESL also received some large number of likes but it remained less
than EPL. No pattern was detected in the way in which EOL participants received likes.

Figure 8. Number of likes received and number of comments posted by learners.

Figure 9. Number of replies that are attracted to the comments.

Figure 10. Number of likes that are received.

We also investigated character length of the comments posted by learners in the different
language-based groups. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the average length (indicates the average number
of characters in an initial comment or reply) of the initial comments and the replies posted by learners.
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To clearly show the difference between language groups which vary considerably in actual size,
we randomly selected equal number of learners from each language-based group (Figures 11 and 12).

The results indicate that ESL participants sometimes posted initial comments longer than 800
characters, however, ESL and EOL participants mostly post less than 200 characters while EPL learners
mostly post more than 200 characters.

In the case of replies (Figure 12), the difference between language-based groups is more distinct.
EOL participants’ replying comments are rarely longer than 100 characters. ESL participants replying
comments are rarely longer than 200 characters. Contrarily, EPL participants’ replies typically
longer than 100 characters. Also, EPL learners more frequently give replies to comments than any
other groups.

Figure 11. Lengths of original comments posted by participants (for equal number of learners randomly
selected from each language group).

Figure 12. Lengths of replies posted by participants (for equal number of learners randomly selected
from each group).

5.3. Following Behaviours

Previous research conducted by Sunar [42] found that following behaviours positively correlated
to step completion in a course, particularly when the learners participated in conversations by posting
comments. We have found a similar behaviour pattern in this analysis, however, there are differences
in the details between the different language-based groups.

Figure 13 shows how many fellow learners are followed by each learner in the different
language-based groups from the same course. None of the EPL learners follows more than 45 people.
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Figure 13. Number of people that participants in each group follow.

According to Figure 13, individuals in EPL and ESL groups generally prefer to follow a greater
number of learners. The distribution of EPL learners’ behaviour is much more consistent than others.
There is a great deal of variability in the ‘following’ behaviour of ESL group. EOL participants have
a fairly coherent subset of behaviours (a small number of EOL learners followed). Both EOL and ESL
have a large number of outliers.

Figure 14 indicates how many people were followed by each of the learners in the different
language-based groups from the same course. A noticeable difference across groups was observed.
Participants from the EPL group were followed by the greatest number of people. EOL learners
are almost never followed by fellow learners. ESL learners were typically followed by fewer than
20 learners. This might be because ESL and EOL participants also follow fewer learners than
EPL participants.

Figure 14. Number of people in each group who are followed by other participants.

The pie charts in Figure 15 show the proportions of followed participants according to their
language. For each group, ESL learners had the greatest number of followers. Most learners are
followed by EPL and ESL learners, very few from EOL learners. However, this result does not
show that ESL learners are likely to use the follow feature because the number of ESL learners are
far more than the others. For each group, the number of EOL learners who follow someone is the
smallest proportion.
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Figure 15. Proportions of followed participants according to their language-based groups.

6. Course Performance Prediction

It can be concluded from the results presented in Section 5 that there are some differences in the
performance of language-based groups and the important features that affect their performance.

In this section, we analyse participants’ performances and investigate which features might be
important in order to predict their course outcomes.

6.1. Feature Extraction

We used data mining techniques (with the R programming language) to extract features from
the data which we generated. The extracted features are categorised in three areas: (1) Step Activity,
(2) Comments, (3) Followings. Table 2 lists the extracted features in each category.

Table 2. Extracted features with datasets.

1-Step Activity 2-Comments 3-Followings

1. number of steps opened
2. number of steps opened but not completed
3. total completed Week 1 steps
4. total completed Week 2 steps
5. total completed Week 3 steps
6. total completed Week 4 steps

1. number of comments posted
2. number of comments initiated
3. number of replies
4. average length of all comments
5. average length of initiated comments
6. average length of replies
7. average numbers of likes that a comment
received

1. number of fellow participants
following a learner during the course
2. number of fellow participants that
a learner follows during the course

This data was then investigated in terms of their relationship with students course performances.

6.2. Balancing Data

We defined the level of course completion across the three categories as follows:

• Dropouts: Learners who officially dropped the course or those who completed none of the steps
• Slow paced learners: Learners who completed at least one step but had not completed half of

the steps by the end of the course
• Completers: Learners who completed at least half of the steps or those who bought

the certification of participation. This criteria has been set by FutureLearn. According
to FutureLearn (https://about.futurelearn.com/research-insights/learners-learning-know),
people who completed more than 50% are active users and classified as Completed Learner.
People who completed over 90% are qualified to certificate are also classified as Completed
Learners by FutureLearn. Since the number of certificate bought students is very low, we have
also merged these two groups all together as Completers in our study for the sake of the more
accurate algorithm performance.

https://about.futurelearn.com/research-insights/learners-learning-know
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According to this classification, the number of learners in each group is shown in Table 3. There are
clear differences between the behaviours of EPL learners and others. The first difference is that the
percentage of EPL completer learners was highest and the percentage of EPL dropouts was lowest
overall. We can infer from that, while EPL learners are more likely to complete the course, members of
other language-based groups are more likely to dropout. Another difference amongst EPL learners is
that, the number of slow paced learners and completing learners were nearly equal. However, in the
other groups, the percentage of slow paced learners was far greater than completers. In each group,
the smallest percentage of learners were in the completers category.

Table 3. The number of people in each class of course completion before data balancing.

EPL EOL ESL Overall

Dropouts 316 (49.14%) 237 (54.61%) 1198 (53.77%) 1751 (52.98%)
Slow paced learners 165 (25.66%) 140 (32.26%) 645 (28.95%) 950 (28.74%)

Completers 162 (25.19%) 57 (13.13%) 385 (17.28%) 604 (18.28%)
Total 643 434 2228 3305

The number of learners who completed the course is the lowest for each language-based group
and the number of learners who dropped out the course is the highest in each language-based group
(Table 3). However the volume of the data across the three categories varies extensively.

In order to produce realistic results from the prediction models, we needed to balance the data.
To balance the data, a random under sampling method was used. This method enables us to avoid
the need to copy large amounts of instances to balance the data which might be misleading for the
algorithms. Learners in each category (Drop-outs, Slow Paced Learners, Completers) were randomly
selected for prediction by taking the smallest category as reference.

As the smallest amount is 604 for the Completers (Table 3), we have randomly selected 604 learners
per the categories of course performance (Dropouts, Slow paced, Completers). Therefore we randomly
selected 162 EPL participants, 57 EOL participants and 385 ESL participants per Dropouts, Slow paced
and Completers categories. In total, 1812 learners were selected for the experiments.

6.3. Implementation and Prediction Results

The analyses of participants’ behaviours and performance could be useful for us to predict their
future performance. In this section, we have used the features that are extracted from the learners’
engagement in the course (presented in Section 5) for prediction of course completion.

The experiments were carried out with the following widely-used classification algorithms:

• Bayesian Regularized Neural Network (BNN)
• Decision Tree (DT)
• k-Nearest Neighbour (KNN)
• Logistic Regression (LR)
• Naive Bayes (NB)
• Random Forest (RF)
• Support Vector Machine (SVM)

For training the data, the 10-fold cross validation method was applied. Table 4 shows the accuracy
results for each algorithm.

According to the results, the Random Forest Model performed best when predicting course
performance. The Naive Bayes Model was the worst performer, particularly when predicting of overall
course performance.
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Table 5 shows the precision, recall, and F-measure metric values for the Random Forest
Model. These values demonstrate the better performance of Random Forest compared to the other
models investigated.

Table 4. The accuracy results for each algorithm.

Overall EPL EOL ESL

Bayesian Reg. Neural Network (BNN) 0.9277 0.9547 0.9240 0.9359
Decision Tree (DT) 0.9658 0.9671 0.9474 0.9671

k-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) 0.9404 0.9012 0.8889 0.9489
Logistic Regression (LR) 0.9658 0.9671 0.9474 0.9671

Naive Bayes (NB) 0.8289 0.8704 0.8070 0.8433
Random Forest Model (RFM) 0.9691 0.9733 0.9649 0.9766

Support Vector Machine (SVM) 0.9277 0.9547 0.9240 0.9359

Table 5. Precision, Recall, F-Measure results for the Random Forest algorithm.

Overall EPL EOL ESL

Precision (Positive Predictive Value) 0.9697 0.9737 0.9649 0.9742
Recall (Sensitivity) 0.9680 0.9774 0.9649 0.9757

F-Measure (F-1 Score) 0.9688 0.9755 0.9649 0.9749

Some algorithms performed up to 10% percent better for the ESL participants (Bayesian
Regularized Neural Network, k-Nearest Neighbor, Logistic Regression).

We also tried to identify the most important features for prediction. For all algorithms except
the Random Forest Model, the most important features are respectively: (i) number of steps opened,
(ii) total completed steps belong to Week 2 (W2), and (iii) total completed steps belong to Week 1
(W1). Interestingly, the Random Forest Model which performed best for each group unlike the other
algorithms found a different order of importance in each group detailed in Table 6.

Table 6. Three most important predictive features within the Random Forest Model (which unlike
other algorithms found total completed Week 1 steps (W1) to be more important than total completed
Week 2 steps (W2)).

Overall EPL EOL ESL

1. steps opened 1. total steps completed W1 1. steps opened 1. steps opened
2. total steps completed W1 2. steps opened 2. total steps completed W1 2. total steps completed W1
3. total steps completed W2 3. total steps completed W2 3. total steps completed W2 3. total steps completed W2

Table 7 shows the confusion matrix of the Random Forest Model. We can infer from Table 7 that
the algorithm has the biggest error rate in the prediction of slow paced learners for all language-based
groups. With overall (country known) and ESL learners’ data, the best result of the Random Forest
algorithm was for the prediction of completer learners’ performance. With EPL and EOL learners’
data, the best result of the Random Forest algorithm was for the prediction of dropout learners.

In the Random Forest algorithm, we also found that the number of steps are opened by the learner
is the strongest predictive feature for EOL and ESL learners. For EPL participants, the strongest
predictive feature is the total steps completed in W1.

In classification problems, the accuracy of the prediction algorithms can differ by various factors.
In our study on predicting course completion on the FutureLearn platform, the Random Forest
algorithm has the best accuracy. The reason why the Random Forest is the best at accurately predicting
course completion and identifying most important feature could be because it uses a collection of
multi-decision processes to classify.
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Table 7. Confusion matrix of Random Forest algorithm for each language group.

Overall Prediction Behind Completer Drop-out EPL Prediction Behind Completer Drop-out

Behind 591 11 34 Behind 158 5 4

Completer 8 592 0 Completer 2 157 0

Drop-out 5 1 570 Drop-out 2 0 158

EOL Prediction Behind Completer Drop-out ESL Prediction Behind Completer Drop-out

Behind 53 2 2 Behind 376 7 12

Completer 3 55 0 Completer 4 377 1

Drop-out 1 0 55 Drop-out 5 1 372

6.4. Weekly Prediction of Course Completion for Early Intervention

In order to achieve the best study outcomes, we want to be able to detect participants who may
need help when pursuing their study in a course. Our findings suggest that early behaviours are
the strongest predictors. Similarly, early intervention will be particularly important for a sustainable
MOOC. Effective interventions and feedback will, therefore, rely on our ability to identify as early as
possible those participants whose behaviours suggest they are least likely to successfully complete
the course.

In this study, we ran the same algorithms for each week cumulatively. Figures 16–19 show the
weekly prediction accuracy of the algorithms for each language-based group. In most of the cases,
the Naive Bayes (NB) algorithm was the worst performer. It remained under 0.75 for the first two
weeks (first 2W) which are the most important weeks for an early intervention.

Figure 16. Overall weekly prediction accuracy.

The Random Forest Model worked best for the first four weeks (first 4W) predictions, the Decision
Tree model performed slightly better than the Random Forest Model for the first one (first 1W), first two
(first 2W) and first three (first 3W) weeks’ predictions. The overall performance of the Decision Tree is
also very close to the Random Forest Model, the statistical difference between them is insignificant.

The overall weekly performance of the algorithms improved over the weeks. While the accuracy
results for the first week predictions are around 75%, it goes up above 80% after the first week except
for EPL participants. The accuracy results of ESL participants for the first week remained lower than
the other two groups of learners. This suggests it is more difficult to identify early those English as
a second language speaking participants who are at risk of leaving the course.

Another distinctive finding of the weekly predictions is the most strongly predictive features.
The results show that when the first week has been completed, participants’ engagement in
conversations is one of the predictive features. For example, the average length of the comment
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is the third predictive feature with the Random Forest Model, the number of comment is the third
predictive feature with the Decision Tree. In the rest of the course, participants’ behaviour in completion
of course steps is more stongly predictive.

Figure 17. EPL weekly prediction accuracy.

Figure 18. EOL weekly prediction accuracy.

Figure 19. ESL weekly prediction accuracy.
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7. Discussion and Conclusions

A more recent study where findings were based on data from international participants in
a MOOC focussed on social enterprise education, Calvo et al. [43] specifically identify linguistic and
cultural barriers as inhibiting learner’s access to MOOCs. Much of the early speculative literature
which promotes the potential for MOOCs highlightes the value of free and open education. Subsequent
attitudinal and implementation studies reveal barriers to accessibility frequently focusing on cultural
and linguistic aspects. Whilst it may be evident that a large proportions of MOOC participants are
drawn from developing countries [2] work remains to be done by MOOC providers to enhance the
effective usefulness of this growing set of rich educational resources. Finding ways to automatically
identify key features associated with learners (such as their approximate linguistic backgrounds) offers
a means for MOOC platform providers and course authoring teams to realistically consider broad
brush approaches to personalisation. Furthermore this approach could also potentially be used to
provide data to enable effective localisation, the need for which has been identified by Castello et al. [44]
Our reasoning for focusing on English language competencies was based on the observation that
a considerable proportion of MOOCs at present are conducted in the English language, coupled with
an understanding that socially active learners (those who are involved participants in online discussion
based tasks and exercises) are most likely to complete the course [42].

Our research has analysed the social engagement and course completion performance of
participants categorised by first language groupings. We find that participants whose first language
is English are able to make more active use of the platform and are most likely to complete the
course. This inequality can potentially be addressed if we are able to successfully identify learners
with other linguistic markers and provide tailored support or customised interventions to narrow
this achievement gap. The research presented in this paper identifies some initial steps that could
contribute towards such an approach.

This study set out to find a better way of categorising MOOC learners and their behaviours such
that it might be possible in future to automatically or semi-automatically tailor learning material to
enhance the chance of success and benefit eventual learning outcomes. Approaches adopted included:

• Analysing comment data using regular expressions to categorise learner’s linguistic antecedents.
• Comparing course engagement of learners within different linguistic categories using progress

participation and completion as key indicators.
• Investigating the viability of establishing the use of a prediction model based on these data.

We compared the course engagement of learners grouped according to whether or not their first
language is English. The first challenge in this research was to automatically detect the participants
who speak English as a second language, which is one of the research questions presented in Section 3.
Regular expressions have been used in MOOCs to extract hashtags and keywords from text [45,46].
Our study proposed a novel method using regular expressions to identify someone’s first language
from their comment in discussions. It is observed that our proposed method with regex enables
us to accurately identify more numbers of learners than we directly identified from the course
survey answers.

Differently from the existing literature, our study analysed the distinguish differences among
the behaviours of participants diverse in first language. We especially analysed and compared their
behaviours in completing course steps, attendance in forum conversations, and following each other
to answer the second research question in Section 3. We found that whilst learners in the different
categories sometimes show similar behaviours, there are also ways in their behaviours differ.

The overall participation in the course supports the findings from previous studies [40] as the
participation steadily decreased over the weeks and completion of the course remained low. However,
our findings showed that there is a difference in participation and completion of the course among the
language-based groups. For example, while most of the people whose first language was not English
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(EOL and ESL) completed none of the course steps, those whose first language was English (EPL)
showed better performance in completion steps.

The proportion of participants attending discussion forums are very similar which is around 30%.
While the majority of learners in each group posted a very small number of comments, it is

seen that the outliers who performed better are usually from the learners whom English is their
first language.

The biggest difference among behaviours is observed in being followed. The participants whose
their first language is English are followed by others far more than those in two other groups.
The reason needs to be investigated though, it can be intuitively said that the clarity of written
language in comments posted by the learners whom English was their first language might lead others
to follow them.

A further research question (Section 3) is whether we can use the differences in behaviours of
categorised participants by their first language to build a predictive model and predict the participants’
completion of course.

The observed behaviours are extracted as features for prediction models. When we consider
those features which best predict the course performance of participants, the Random Forest Model
gave the highest accuracy across the seven prediction algorithms showed. In the Random Forest
Model whilst the total completed steps belong to Week 1 was the strongest predictive feature for
the learners whom English was their first language, the number of opened steps was the strongest
predictor for the learners whom English was their second language. In the other six models the number
of steps opened by a learner was the strongest predictive feature across the all learner groups. Finding
the behaviours in the first week correlated to completion is previously confirmed by the study of
Jiang et al. [47]. Differently, their study shows that social engagements in Week 1 is strongly correlated
while the findings of our study shows that the engagement with the course steps in Week 1 is the
most predictive.

The results of this research can be concluded as:

• Regular expression patterns are useful to automate the process of identifying English as a second
language participants in MOOCs as long as the participants mention about their first language,
nationality, city or country they are from.

• The participants whose first language is English are usually more active in engaging with the
course than the others. For example, they post more numbers of comments to the discussions,
they write longer comments, and they are more likely to be followed by others.

• The participants whose first language is English are more likely to complete more numbers of
course steps than others.

• The Random Forest algorithm performed best for prediction of the course completion.
The Random Forest algorithm also performed best for the weekly prediction.

• The total steps completed in the first week is most predictive feature for the The participants
whose first language is English while the number of steps opened is the most predictive for the
learners whom English was not their first language (EOL and ESL learners). However, the top
three predictive features are the same for all categories.

8. Future Work

In this work, to make more accurate identification of English as a second language participants,
we have proposed a novel method with regular expression patterns by using the comments posted to
the discussions. We have investigated and identified the sentences where the participants explicitly
said where they are from, what their nation is or what their first language is. Based upon these data,
we have created the regular expression patterns to identify languages.
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However, there might be other patterns where people express themselves in different sentence
structures in other courses. We need a more accurate automatic system for detection of English as
a second language participants in MOOCs.

Another limitation of the identification of English as a second language participants with regular
expressions is that it may not be very extendable to other MOOCs unless they encourage their
participants to talk about their first languages. The applicability of the method to other MOOCs needs
to be investigated.

This study was undertaken within a single MOOC (the fourth FutureLearn Understanding
Language: Learning and Teaching). It would be particularly interesting to replicate the approach (1) with
larger data sets from successive run of the same MOOC, (2) across a range of disciplines. For example,
we would like to know whether successful behaviours in different discipline groups conform to the
same predictive patterns that we have identified in this study.

A further extension to this work would be to identify and adopt an approach which would
enable us to identify learners’ language category more accurately. To accomplish this, we will work on
methods to automatically detect differences in language fluency for the learners whom English was
not their first language (EOL and ESL learners).

Additionally, we plan to complete more in-depth analysis of language-based groups’ behaviour
and performance. This may help us identify suggestions of optimal study patterns for learners
according to their language history. This evidence-based approach might help learners improve their
study experience within MOOCs.

Apart from these future research directions, the findings from our research could be used by the
MOOC providers (authors and platform creators) for re-designing their courses and platforms where
English as a second language speakers would be most likely to benefit. The findings show that the
participants whose first language is English are more likely to complete a greater number of steps
and they are more actively engaged in the discussions. Preparing a MOOC and a platform which is
encouraging for English as a second language speakers to more actively attend to discussions may
cause for them to complete a greater number of the steps.
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